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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Objective measurement of speech has shown promising results to monitor
disease state in Multiple Sclerosis. In this study, we characterize the relationship between
disease severity and speech metrics, through perceptual (listener based) and objective acoustic
analysis. We further look at deviations of acoustic metrics in people with no perceivable
dysarthria. METHODS: Correlations and regression were calculated between speech
measurements and disability scores, brain volume, lesion load, and quality of life. Speech
measurements were further compared between three subgroups of increasing overall
neurological disability – mild (as rated by the Expanded Disability Status Scale ≤2.5), moderate
(≥3 and ≤5.5) and severe (≥6). RESULTS: Clinical speech impairment occurred majorly in
people with severe disability. An experimental acoustic composite score differentiated mild
from moderate (p<0.001) and moderate from severe subgroups (p=0.003), and correlated with
overall neurological disability (r=0.6, p<0.001), quality of life (r=0.5, p<0.001), white matter
volume (r=0.3, p=0.007) and lesion load (r=0.3, p=0.008). Acoustic metrics also correlated
with disability scores in people with no perceivable dysarthria. DISCUSSION: Acoustic
analysis offers a valuable insight into the development of speech impairment in MS. These
results highlight the potential of automated analysis of speech to assist in monitoring disease
progression and treatment response.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Dysarthria, (impairment of speech execution), affects around 50% of people with multiple
sclerosis (MS) at some stage of their illness.1,

2

Studies using standardized assessments by

trained raters, herein perceptual analysis, highlighted that dysarthria in people with MS
(pwMS) is often characterized by slow speech rate, increased frequency of pauses and poor
respiratory support3 . The degree of impairment is typically mild and intelligibility is marginally
affected3 .

Subtle impairment in speech production might not translate into overt dysarthria. Speech
production relies not only on motor control but also affective (mood) 4-6 and cognitive7,

8

processes of the central nervous system. Yet, the reported prevalence of cerebellar, cognitive
and affective symptoms9-11 are disproportionally larger than the prevalence of perceptually
assessed dysarthria in MS. Arguably, impairment of the former systems affects speech but
remain undetected by conventional perceptual assessments.
Measurements from objective acoustic analysis of speech, related but not identical to clinical
characteristics of dysarthria, seem to be more sensitive to neurological dysfunction. What we
perceive as the loudness of sound, for example, is a non-linear function of variation in air
pressure, termed sound intensity in acoustic analysis.12 We can further perceive instability in
loudness, often defined as voice tremor.13 Yet, acoustic measurement of sound intensity
instability can separate individuals with MS from healthy controls (HC) with 90% accuracy14
while experienced raters perceive such instability in only about 35% of pwMS.1 In a recent
study15 , frequency instability and slow articulation rate were observed in pwMS without any
clinically detectable dysarthria. Evidence from Huntington’s disease, which has a well-defined
pre-symptomatic stage, points to objective changes in speech occurring before not only
dysarthria but any disease-related symptom becomes overt.16 Thus, acoustic measures appear
to be more sensitive than perceptual scores to the presence of neurological damage.
Through objective measurement of speech, acoustic analysis can inform on change of
neurological function. The relationship between specific acoustic metrics and neurological
dysfunction17-19 or brain volumetrics15,

19

was recently described in MS. The primary aim of

the current study was to describe the relationship between speech measurements and general
neurological impairment, brain volume, brain lesion load and quality of life in MS in a single
cohort. The secondary aims were to determine the association between acoustic metrics and
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neurological dysfunction in non-dysarthric pwMS, and to estimate at which level of
neurological disability each speech metric changes. The current study also expands on recent
findings by including the analysis of unscripted speech recordings, desirable for frequent and
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non-invasive monitoring.
2. METHODS

2.1. Participants

People with a definite diagnosis of relapsing-remitting or secondary-progressive MS20 were
sequentially recruited from tertiary MS clinics. All participants were recruited to participate
regardless of speech symptoms. Exclusion criteria were: 1) the presence of other neurological
or neuromuscular disorder; 2) MS relapse within the last 3 months; 3) impaired vision or
hearing resulting in an inability to complete the testing protocol; and 4) speech impairment not
related to MS (e.g. stuttering, vocal tics). Age and sex-matched volunteers with no history of
neurological or muscular diseases were recruited as healthy controls (HC). The study was
approved by the relevant Ethics Committees and written informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

2.2. Neurological assessment
All participants underwent a detailed physical and neurological examination by a qualified
neurologist who determined all MS participants’ Expanded Disability Status Scale score
(EDSS)21 .

2.3. Speech assessment
To avoid overfitting and mitigate type 2 error, we restricted the analysis of speech variables to
only those shown to be impaired in MS by previous studies3 . Speech variables were organized
into three major domains (Table 1) and assessed through both perceptual and acoustic
methods.

[INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
2.3.1. Speech sample

We elicited speech using five standardized speech tasks which fit along a spectrum of
automaticity22 , from simple to complex (phonetically and/or cognitively), including: 1)
sustaining the vowel ‘a’ for 10 seconds (VOWEL), 2) saying the days of the week in order,
beginning at Monday (DAYS), 3) repeating the syllables pa-ta-ka as fast as possible for 10
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seconds (diadochokinetic speech, i.e. fast alternation of movements, DDK), 4)

reading a

phonetically balanced paragraph (READ), and 5) telling a personal story from memory (oneminute unscripted monologue, FREE). Each task, except for the monologue, were elicited
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twice to reduce the effect of unfamiliarity23 . The first was a practice trial while the second was
used for analysis.

We used a Roland Quad-Capture recorder with an AKG C520 cardioid head-mounted
condenser microphone (frequency range, 20-20KHz; sensitivity, -43 dB) positioned 8 cm from
the mouth, at 45 angle laterally/inferiorly. Recordings were sampled at 44.1 KHz and
o

quantized at 16 bits. Recordings for each participant (HC and pwMS) were completed in a
single session, in a quiet room without acoustic isolation, reflecting real-world clinical practice.
The door of the room was kept closed, and recordings stopped and re-initiated in case of
extraneous noises (i.e. loudspeaker announcement, knocking on the door). Participants’
positioning in the room was also standardized. Participants were recorded while sitting, facing
the centre of the room and two meters from the wall in front of them. As relative noise can
affect acoustic analysis, we determined the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in Praat24 v6.0.28. SNR
was calculated by subtracting the intensity in dB of the recorded background noise immediately
before and after the sustained vowel from the mean intensity during the sustained vowel. SNR
mean was 39dB (±6dB).
We used Audacity v2.1.2 (Free Software Foundation, Boston, USA) for auditory-graphic
manual screening of all speech sample, to exclude procedural errors. Pre and post-task silences
were deleted. Recordings from sustained vowels under 5 seconds were excluded (2%) but those
with duration from 5 to 9 seconds (21%) were included in the subsequent analyses. Speech
files were renumbered and randomized before perceptual analysis.
2.3.2. Perceptual analysis
One speech and language pathologist (FM) and one otolaryngologist (GN) rated all audio
recordings blinded to presence of MS and disease severity. Twenty-six speech characteristics
were analysed25 (Table 1). Briefly, a normal or unremarkable speech feature was scored as zero
while increasing deviation is scored using a four-point ordinal scale (e.g. speech naturalness,
where 0=normal and 4=severely unnatural/bizarre). A single score was attributed to each
perceptual feature, i.e. scores were not distributed across tasks. Each rater scored all samples
from a single participant simultaneously and independently. Overall, 80% of initial perceptual
scores showed perfect agreement between raters and an additional 18% diverged in only one
point. Exponentially weighted kappa coefficient averaged at 0.514. Independent rating was
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved

immediately followed by a discussion of scores and replay of recordings until consensus was
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reached. Only consensus scores were used in subsequent analysis.

2.3.3. Acoustic analysis
We selected acoustic characteristics that were previously shown to be altered in MS (e.g.
fundamental frequency CoV14 , F2 slope26 ) or which had a corresponding perceptual
characteristic previously shown to be altered in MS and that had a simple and straight forward
acoustic calculation (e.g. prolonged pauses in perceptual analysis 3 with corresponding pause
percentage in acoustic analysis).
The two seconds after the first train of pa-ta-ka were analysed. Typically in naturalistic speech,
the first few syllables are produced with a much higher intensity (i.e. louder), followed by a
short period with high intrasubject stability27 . Similarly, the analysis of sustained vowels was
confined to the middle 3 seconds for stability and consistency across participants28 .
Voicesauce29 was used to compute cepstral peak prominence (CPP), harmonic-to-noise ratio
(HNR, zero to 3,500Hz band), fundamental frequency and second formant; MSP© (Pentax)30
to analyse DDK rate and variability; previously developed25,

31

automated scripts on Praat for

all other timing measures; and free-standing short scripts on Matlab© v2018b (The Mathworks
Inc, US) for intensity-based first order calculations (means, standard deviations, perturbation,
percentiles). For women and men, respectively, fundamental frequency boundaries were set to
100Hz and 300Hz, and 70 to 250Hz32 while the analysis window length was set to 30ms and
42ms. Window shift was fixed at 10ms.
2.4. Self-assessed quality of life
MS participants completed the Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS-29)33 , a questionnaire
validated to assess the impact of MS on quality of life.
2.5. MRI data acquisition and analysis
Structural imaging included: 1) high-resolution 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE scan with motion
correction

(TR=2530ms;

TE=2.5ms;

TI=1260ms;

FOV=176x256mm;

voxel

size=1.0x1.0x1.0mm); and 2) high resolution 3D T2-weighted double inversion recovery
(DIR)

sequence

(TR=7400ms;

TE=324ms;

TI=3000ms;

flip

angle=120°;

ETL=625;

FOV=144x220mm; voxel size=1.0x1.0x1.0mm). MRIs were administered within two weeks
of behavioural testing. Data analyses were conducted using Freesurfer version 6.0 to determine
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the whole brain, total grey matter and total white matter volumes from the MPRAGE images.
Volumes were then standardized as a percentage of total intracranial volume. Lesion load was
derived from the DIR images using the lesion prediction algorithm within the lesion
segmentation tool toolbox (version 2.0.15) for statistical parametric mapping (SPM ) (The FIL
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C

Methods Group) as described in Boonstra et al34 .
2.6. Statistical Methods
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 25.0. To estimate the neurological
R

disability level at which each speech measurement differs from controls, we divided data from
the MS group into three subgroups according to EDSS scores: mild (EDSS<2.5), moderate
(EDSS 3 to 5.5) and severe (EDSS>5.5). The criteria for EDSS-score boundaries were: 1)
clinical intragroup identity (i.e. clinical similarities in their EDSS-scores definitions)21 ; and 2)
groups that represented different “phases” of disease progression35-38 . To match subgroups and
HC for age and sex, we sequentially excluded participants from each subgroup starting with
the most deviant participant until p>0.1 for age and sex.
We compared the general MS group with HC. We then compared each EDSS subgroup against
HC and performed inter-subgroup comparisons of speech characteristics. We used independent
samples t-test for parametric and Mann-Whitney for non-parametric pairs, for evaluating the
null hypothesis (p values).
To account for multiple comparisons, we applied a maximum false discovery rate (q value) of
5%39 and determined a reference p value (critical p) which is equivalent to a single comparison
p = 0.05. In this method, the critical p value varies according to characteristics of the set of p
values entered (e.g. the number of p values, their magnitude and dependency). As with
conventional p values40 , the critical p should be used only as a reference value for interpreting
results rather than a fixed threshold for significance. We reported the respective critical p value
along with each set of results.
To estimate the strength of correlations, we calculated Spearman’s coefficients (r) between
speech measurements and the EDSS, imaging measurements and MSIS-29. To test if
associations between speech metrics and EDSS were dependent on dysarthria, we calculated
the same coefficients including only pwMS without dysarthria, as defined by naturalness = 0
in blinded ratings. Naturalness is a global measure of dysarthria and more sensitive than
intelligibility.41 We further calculated correlation coefficients for people without specific
perceptual impairment for selected variables.
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We entered all acoustic variables in a forward stepwise multiple linear regression to determine
the best fit modelling for EDSS, for all pwMS regardless of the presence of dysarthria, with
p≤0.05 to enter and >0.1 for variables to leave the model. We used the variables and parameters
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from the linear regression model as an ‘acoustic composite score’, i.e. the sum of all speech
variables that formed the model multiplied by their respective beta values. Rather than
predicting EDSS, the main purpose of the regression was to create an overall acoustic measure
directed towards neurological dysfunction. In the perceptual analysis method, ‘naturalness’ is
used by the trained rater in a similar way, considering only speech deviations relevant to the
detection and grading of neurological impairment (dysarthria). The resulting acoustic
composite score was then entered in the same group comparisons described before and tested
for the correlations with imaging and quality of life. Further, 95% confidence intervals (CI) of
the acoustic composite score and perceptual naturalness were used to gauge overall speech
status on each EDSS subgroup.
2.7. Data availability statement
Data will not be made public for ethical safeguard of participants as it may be identifiable.
Most of the remaining data in the current study is part of ongoing investigations by the
researchers. The authors agree to share the study protocol and further details of statistical
methods upon request.
3. RESULTS

Participants included 119 pwMS and 22 HC. Sixty-eight MS participants agreed to undergo
the MRIs protocol. Demographics are shown in table 2.
[INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]
3.1. Speech impairment in MS
None of the HC and 35% of pwMS presented with dysarthria as defined by naturalness ≥ 1 in
blinded ratings (20% signs only, 8% mild, 6% moderate and 1% severe). Communalities
between perceptual and acoustic analyses revealed slower speech rate (p≤0.007), increased
variation in speech rate (p≤0.004), increase in pauses (p≤0.002), and smaller pitch variation (or
monotonic speech, p≤0.010) during connected speech for the general MS cohort in comparison
with HC (Supplementary Table A1 and Table A2).
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3.2. Relationship between speech measures and EDSS
Dysarthria frequency and severity was associated with EDSS (r=0.41, p<0.001, figure 1) and
affected the majority of pwMS with EDSS≥4. The three characteristics with the strongest
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associations with EDSS were the same for perceptual and acoustic analysis, and included DDK
rate, speech rate and increase in pauses/intervals. DDK rate and speech rate were affected
mainly in the severe group whereas the increase in pauses was observed for both the moderate
and severe groups (Tables 3 and 4).
Speech exclusively from pwMS without global dysarthria (i.e. naturalness=0, n=77) correlated
with EDSS for the individual acoustic metrics of pause percentage (r=0.36, p=0.002) and
frequency instability (r=0.3, p = 0.01). Acoustic pause percentage correlated with EDSS
(r=0.36, p=0.001) when considering only pwMS who scored zero for prolonged pauses in the
blinded perceptual rating (subclinical increase in pauses). EDSS also correlated with frequency
instability (r=0.35, p<0.001) for people without voice tremor (subclinical voice instability).
Eighty-four percent of pwMS and without global dysarthria and 80% of HC presented minor
deviations in perceptual scores but none correlated with EDSS.
[INSERT TABLE 3 AND 4 ABOUT HERE]
3.3. Relationship between speech and structural neuroimaging
MRI brain volumes correlated with perceptually assessed prosody rate and variable rate, and
with acoustic measurements of energy variability and frequency instability. All correlations
were weak to moderate (r≈0.3, p≤0.008, supplementary table A3) and no correlation was
observed between speech measurements and brain volumes for people without dysarthria.
3.4. Relationship between speech and quality of life
MSIS-29 scores correlated moderately with perceptual prolonged intervals (Table 3), and with
acoustic intensity decay and frequency instability (Table 4). For people without dysarthria,
intensity decay (r= 0.40, p=0.006) and decreased frequency variability (r=0.40, p=0.007) were
the only variables that correlated with MSIS-29.
3.5. Acoustic composite score
Multiple linear regression resulted in a model that included pause percentage FREE, speech
rate READ and frequency instability VOWEL (Table 5), termed ‘acoustic composite score’,
which accounted for 35% of EDSS variation (adjusted r 2 =0.347, standard error of the
estimate=1.8).
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[INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE]
The acoustic composite score correlated with MSIS-29 (r= 0.5, p<0.001), white matter volume
(r=0.32, p=0.007) and total lesion load (r=0.34, p=0.008). Considering only people without
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dysarthria, the acoustic composite score correlated with EDSS (r=0.45, p<0.001) and with
MSIS-29 (r=0.4, p=0.01). The acoustic composite score differentiated between the mild and
moderate MS groups (p<0.001) and between moderate and severe MS groups (p=0.003,
supplementary table A1, figure 1).
[INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]
4. DISCUSSION

This cross-sectional study confirmed that speech impairment was present in all disability stages
but clinically significant only in groups with moderate or severe neurological impairment
(EDSS≥3). An acoustic composite score included pause percentage, frequency instability and
DDK speech rate that explained 35% of the variance in EDSS. Both the acoustic composite
score and perceptual naturalness, global measurements of speech function, were associated
with EDSS-defined disease severity. In addition, only the acoustic composite score
differentiated between the three EDSS subgroups and correlated with quality of life and EDSS
in people without dysarthria. Results suggest that an objective speech biomarker, incorporating
multiple speech features, is likely to better contribute to the representation of overall
neurological impairment in pwMS than pure perceptual or isolated speech tests.
The proportion of pwMS with overt dysarthria was smaller in comparison to previous reports1,
2

(35% vs 50%), which is likely due to differences in disability level of included participants

(median EDSS of 2.5 in our study vs 6 in Hartelius et al1 ). In agreement with previous studies3,
15

pwMS presented primarily with slower speech rate, prolonged pauses and, to a minor degree,

impairment of articulatory accuracy (consonants and vowels) and loss of speech intensity
(monoloudness and loudness decay). Such impairments were mostly evident in the EDSS≥6
subgroup. In the EDSS≤2.5 subgroup, we observed speech very similar to that of HC,
regardless of the method of analysis.
Larger statistical differences were observed with acoustic analysis in relation to perceptual for
group comparisons. A proportion of that difference in favour of acoustic metrics is likely
attributable to the nature of scores, ordinal and course for perceptual and continuous for
acoustic. Continuous measurements also permit the use of more powerful and numerous
statistical procedures, such as conventional regression and principal component analysis, in
addition to being objective and automatable.
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Acoustic variability of frequency was unrelated to disease severity, in agreement with Rusz et
al17 , or to brain volumetrics. It was, however, the only individual speech feature that
differentiated each of the MS subgroups from HC, complementing findings between HC and
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groups of pwMS with a broad spectrum of disability status17,

42, 43 .

Observing both results in a

single cohort suggests that decreased variability of frequency (monopitch) might be more
relevant to disease detection than for tracking disease progression in MS. Conversely, the
positive correlation between decreased variability of frequency and quality of life might reflect
depressive states44 but requires dedicated validation.
Acoustic metrics of frequency instability and energy variability were associated with MRI
whole brain volume in agreement with Rusz et al. (termed frequency variability and excessive
loudness variation in that study)15 . Although we also found age, disability status, MRI
acquisition and MRI feature extraction very similar between studies, we did not find an
association between whole brain volumes and acoustic speech rate. Methodologically, Rusz et
al. used the average of two trials for acoustic analysis, whereas we used the second of two
trials. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that this difference alone could explain results’ differences
between studies given the short-term reliability of these measurements15,

31

and further

investigation is needed.
The association between quality of life and speech should not be interpreted as evidence for
causation nor that individual speech metrics could predict the impact of MS in a person’s wellbeing. Interestingly, speech features that correlated with quality of life were mostly those
observed in the EDSS severe subgroup. This association possibly reflects the burden of diseaserelated disability rather than the impact of speech impairment on quality of life. Nonetheless,
observing correlations of individual speech metrics may assist in selection of speech variables
for future work related to quality of life.
Limitations in this study included restriction in the number of variables included in analyses,
both in speech measurements and MS-related neurological dysfunction. However, we used a
well-studied and consolidated set of perceptual measurements. For the acoustic analysis, we
chose to observe tasks separately, which may have increased the number of redundant measures
such as pause percentage during free speech and speech rate during reading. To limit the
number of statistical tests, acoustic analysis of characteristics, which are (arguably) not well
established in the literature were not included here. However, the broader representativeness
of the perceptual set showed that imprecision of consonants and hypernasality were present in
the severe subgroup, possibly representing advanced pyramidal, cerebellar and brainstem
dysfunctions. Other domains were not assessed through either method, such as maximum
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved

phonatory time. Thus, it is possible that acoustic representation of more speech characteristics
would increase the sensitivity of the composite score for neurological impairment. Secondly,
we presented only whole brain volumetric and lesion measures for the purpose of
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complementing the representation of overall disease severity measured through EDSS and
MSIS-29. Studies of specific brain regions, neural tracts and functional imaging may show
stronger correlations with speech features and add feature-location specificity.
Limitations of the acoustic analysis procedure must also be considered. While we screened and
corrected for errors, some mismatch between obtained and real values is likely to occur with
any automated analysis.
It is also important to note that, despite differences between groups being much larger than
within groups, speech characteristics varied considerably between individuals with the same
level of disability or between healthy controls. Differences in speech metrics between persons
is intuitive and unavoidable. In that sense, it seems likely that the next phase of longitudinal
measurements of speech will produce possibly stronger correlations with disability scores and
other clinical endpoints.
5. CONCLUSION

The degree of speech impairment moderately parallels that of overall MS-related neurological
impairment and was not restricted to advanced stages of MS. An experimental acoustic
composite score was sensitive to change in clinical scores, MRI measurements and quality of
life. Future studies should test the accuracy of acoustic scores to longitudinally track speech
changes.
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Table 1. Speech items included in the analyses. Mathematical definitions of non-standard
acoustic measures are shown between brackets.

domain

Perceptual items

Author Manuscript

Speech

Prolonged intervals
Prolonged phonemes
Prosody rate

Timing

Variable rate
DDK speed
DDK irregularity
False starts

Control

Acoustic items and tasks
Pause percentage

READ, FREE

(total pause time/task
time)
Articulatory time

DAYS, READ

(task time – total pause
time)
Speech rate (syllables or

DDK, DAYS,

words/second)

READ

Pause variability

READ, FREE

(silences length SD)
Articulatory variability

DDK

(syllables length )

Voice tremor

Frequency instability (f0

Loudness Decay

CoV)

Monoloudness

Loudness instability

Monopitch

(energy CoV)

Audible inspiration

F2 articulation speed

Distorted Vowels

(f2 CoV/articulatory

Imprecise

time)

consonants

Energy decay (mean of

Repeated phonemes

differences in energy

Irregular articulatory

between starting and

breakdowns

finishing quarters of time

Groping

of each utterance)

Pitch breaks

Loudness variability

Reduced stress

(energy CoV)

Nasality

Frequency variability

Phonemic errors

(f0 CoV)
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VOWEL

READ

FREE

FREE

READ, FREE

Voice quality

Harmonics-to-noise ratio

Breathiness

Cepstral Peak

Strain

Prominence

Naturalness

Composite score

Author Manuscript

Multi-domain

Roughness

VOWEL

All tasks

Intelligibility

CoV = coefficient of variance (i.e. standard deviation divided by the mean); F0 = fundamental
frequency; F2 = second formant; SD = standard deviation.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for groups and subgroups. Mean±standard deviation for age,
disease duration and MRI measurements, and median±interquartile range for EDSS and

Author Manuscript

MSIS-29.
HC

N
Female

Age, years
Disease

volume (%)
Lesion load
(voxels)

MILD

MODERATE

SEVERE

MRI

(EDSS≤2.5)

(3≤EDSS≤5.5)

(EDSS≥6)

118

68

33

30

20

73%

75%

74%

82%

67%

80%

45.2±14.5

45.5±11.6

46.7±11.6

47.1±11.6

49.2±9.8

50.8±6.7

11.9±8.3

13±7.7

8.5±5.4

14.7±7.7

18.1±7.2

2.5±4

3.4±3

2±1

4±2

6.5±0.5

52±35.5

73.5±43.25

93±44.25

70.8±7

73.4±5.8

69.9±7.9

67.4±6.8

9320±9747

6461±6797

10713±9462

15521±14424

MSIS-29
Brain

MS subgroups

22

Duration
EDSS

MS

73.6±5*

73.5±44.25

EDSS = Expanded Disability Status Scale; HC = healthy controls; MRI = magnetic resonance
imaging participants; MS = Multiple Sclerosis; *from n=14.
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Table 3. Correlation coefficients between perceptual speech measures, EDSS and MSIS-29
(quality of life). FDR “adjusted” critical p value = 0.008.
Speech

Multi-domain

Timing

Control

Voice quality

MSIS

r

p

r

p

Naturalness

0.41

<0.001

0.28

0.011

Intelligibility

0.36

<0.001

0.19

0.083

Prosody rate

-0.41

<0.001

-0.39

<0.001

DDK speed

-0.42

<0.001

-0.37

0.001

Prolonged intervals

0.37

<0.001

0.43

<0.001

Variable rate

0.28

0.002

0.29

0.009

DDK irregularity

0.25

0.006

0.12

0.303

Prolonged phonemes

0.18

0.056

0.26

0.021

False starts

0.14

0.141

0.16

0.145

Imprecise consonants

0.39

<0.001

0.17

0.124

Distorted vowels

0.37

<0.001

0.36

0.001

Voice tremor

0.37

<0.001

0.19

0.093

Loudness decay

0.33

<0.001

0.26

0.018

Monopitch

0.31

0.001

0.04

0.759

Monoloudness

0.31

0.001

0.20

0.068

Pitch breaks

0.26

0.005

0.23

0.040

Audible inspiration

0.23

0.010

0.19

0.083

Reduced stress

0.23

0.012

0.15

0.170

Irregular art. breakdown

0.19

0.041

0.14

0.200

Phonemic errors

0.09

0.359

0.06

0.581

Nasality

0.06

0.503

0.07

0.519

Roughness

0.32

<0.001

0.24

0.033

Strain

0.29

0.002

0.24

0.030

Breathiness

0.13

0.174

0.21

0.066

Author Manuscript

domain

EDSS

Speech item and method

p = p value for the given coefficient; r =correlation coefficient.
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients between acoustic speech measures, EDSS and MSIS-29
(quality of life). FDR “adjusted” critical p value = 0.008.
Speech

Author Manuscript

domain

EDSS

Speech item and method

MSIS

r

p

r

p

Multi-domain

Acoustic composite score

0.60

<0.001

0.50

<0.001

Timing

Pause percentage, FREE

0.46

<0.001

0.27

0.015

Speech rate, READ

-0.40

<0.001

-0.28

0.014

Speech rate, DDK

-0.37

<0.001

-0.35

0.002

Pause variability, FREE

0.35

<0.001

0.36

0.001

Pause variability, READ

0.30

0.001

0.17

0.139

Speech rate, DAYS

-0.24

0.008

-0.14

0.233

Articulatory time, DAYS

0.23

0.012

0.10

0.368

Articulatory time, READ

0.22

0.019

0.26

0.021

Pause variability, READ

0.16

0.080

0.27

0.019

Syllable variability, DDK

0.03

0.762

0.14

0.233

Frequency instability

0.40

<0.001

0.40

<0.001

READ

-0.26

0.005

-0.24

0.034

Energy decay

0.22

0.014

0.44

<0.001

Energy variability

0.12

0.202

-0.02

0.864

Energy instability

0.11

0.258

0.15

0.180

-0.06

0.525

-0.22

0.055

FREE

0.05

0.623

-0.07

0.565

Cepstral Peak Prominence

0.07

0.466

-0.11

0.345

Harmonics-to-noise ratio

0.00

0.992

-0.05

0.662

Control

F2 articulation speed,

Frequency variability,
READ
Frequency variability,

Voice quality

p = p value for the given coefficient; r =correlation coefficient.
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Table 5. Variables in the regression model for EDSS. Beta coefficients were used to calculate
the composite score whereas standardized beta can be used to compare the ‘weight’ of each

Author Manuscript

variable for the model.
Variables

Beta

Standard

Standardized

error

beta

t

p

Constant

3.488

1.297

NA

2.690

0.008

Pause percentage,

0.083

0.020

0.340

4.105

<0.001

0.711

0.224

0.257

3.170

0.002

-0.513

0.178

-0.241

-2.879

0.005

FREE

Frequency instability,
VOWEL

Speech rate, DDK

DDK = speech diadochokinesis task, FREE = unscripted monologue speech task, VOWEL
= sustained utterance of the vowel /a/ task.
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